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Lessons 
! Lesson 1:  The unexpected usually 

happens
! Lesson 2:  Accept the things that are 

beyond your control
! Lesson 3:  Always have a 

contingency plan
! Lesson 4:  No matter how bad you 

think things are, they can always get 
worse



Vehicle Accidents
! 23-34 million injured 

annually in road 
crashes

! >1 million road 
fatalities annually

! 75%-85% fatalities 
occur in developing 
countries

! 32% of worlds 
vehicles are in 
developing countries



Vehicle Deaths
! 2004- 9th greatest 

cause of death 
worldwide

! 2020- estimated 
4th greatest cause 
of death worldwide 
if no changes



Vehicle Accidents

Fatalities/100 million vehicle 
kilometers

 Egypt    44
 Turkey    20
 Ecuador   7.5
 Senegal   4.0
 Zimbabwe   2.8
 United Kingdom  0.9



Vehicle Accidents



Vehicle Accidents

Pedestrians
! Be aware of traffic 

patterns
! Be alert to driver 

behavior which 
jeopardizes 
pedestrian safety



Vehicle Accidents

DO NOT TRAVEL AT NIGHT



Vehicle Accidents
Bus or Taxi
! Avoid overcrowded 

buses and minivans
! Be alert for reckless 

driving
! Do not travel at night
! If driver is unsafe, get 

off the bus at the next 
stop

! Report unsafe driving 
to the company



Vehicle Accidents

Motorcycles
! Avoid motorcycle 

travel if possible
! If you must ride a 

motorcycle, wear a 
helmet





Vehicle Accidents
Avoid driving if 

possible
! Hire a driver with 

references
! Use public 

transportation
If you must drive:
! Be very familiar with 

local traffic laws
! Use safety 

equipment
! Avoid driving on 

holidays and election 
days



Vehicle Accidents
If you must drive:
! Drive defensively
! Watch out for 

pedestrians, 
animals and 
bicycles

! Have insurance
! Have an 

appropriate driver’s 
license

! Do not drive at 



Air Travel

! The maintenance schedule of an 
aircraft is much more important than 
the age of the aircraft

! The smaller the plane, the higher the 
risk

! The poorer the country, the higher 
the risk



Air Travel

Avoid
! Small charter 

aircraft
! Dirt strips
!  Non-

instrument 
fields 

! Flying in bad 
weather



Zebras on runway



Air Travel

Air travel in Africa is 20 times more 
dangerous than air travel in US

About the same fatality rate as 
travelling by car in the US



Air Travel

Fatal Accidents/ 100,000 flights
 Africa   21
 Asia   13
 South America   8
 Central America   8
 Europe     5
 North America   2



Air Travel

Travel by airliner is the safest method 
of transportation.  Odds of surviving 
a plane crash  are about 50%



Rail Travel

! Ask locals if train is target for bandits
! Keep valuables in secret places to 

make it more difficult for bandits
! Keep luggage with you at all times
! Keep windows cracked open to avoid 

being gassed 
! Do not open windows fully- bandits 

can reach in or climb in



Safety Tips

! Drop the philosophy that terrorism/
crime can’t happen to you.  
Americans are one of the top targets 
for a number of fanatic groups

! Plan your travels to avoid known 
trouble areas and hot spots.  Know 
before you go



Safety Tips

! Lower your profile while traveling
• Don’t be so easy to spot as a tourist
• Don’t be the “ugly” American
• Consider staying at non-US associated 

hotels, inns and B&Bs
• Avoid clothes that don’t fit the local area 

(school sweat-shirts, cowboy boots)
• Take only the minimum amount of 

jewelry you need



Safety Tips

! Lower your profile while traveling
• Keep your hair style under control

! Extra short hair may resemble military
! Wild hair styles identify you as decadent 

under some cultural standards

• Large, organized tours are potential 
terror targets

• Find out what large events are planned 
in the country you are visiting



Safety Tips

! Put personal affairs (such as wills, 
power of attorney, insurance policies) 
in order before you leave on a trip

! Leave behind a detailed itinerary so 
someone can locate you in case of an 
emergency

! Make a copy of your passport and 
keep it in your checked baggage



Safety Tips
! If your passport has a lot of travel stamps, it 

may be time for a new one
• Some country stamps could cause you 

problems if found by terrorists
• Lots of travel suggests you are wealthy

! Take extra medicine and eyeglasses with you
• Keep in carry on luggage
• Have enough for at least an extra week or 

two



Safety Tips

! Avoid unnecessary stopovers when 
traveling

! Double-check departure times.  
Get to airport early to avoid 
becoming a target while waiting in 
line at check-in counter



Safety Tips

! Move through security quickly
• Stay away from check-in areas and 

large glass windows
• Avoid sitting directly at your gate
• Consider joining airline clubs which 

offer special private waiting areas



Safety Tips

! Check your luggage carefully for 
travel stickers, other identifying 
tags
• Use fold-over ID tags
• Never use your business card (it 

gives too much information about 
you)

• Always lock your bags



Safety Tips

! Sanitize your carry-on luggage
• Remove all extra Ids, military cards, 

credit cards and anything that might 
cause you harm if confiscated by a 
terrorist

• Avoid controversial materials
! Sexually suggestive
! Military/weapons oriented
! Political



Safety Tips

! Men should take window seats and 
women aisle seats.  Men on aisle 
seats have taken more severs 
beatings, since terrorists usually 
do not lean over women to assault 
men.  NB: This is probably no 
longer true with the change in 
terrorism tactics since 9/11.



Safety Tips

! Before you sit down, check your 
airplane seat for “forgotten” 
packages.  They could be anything 
from contraband to a bomb

! Never touch strange packages or 
unattended luggage.  Call for 
assistance.  If your bag looks like 
it has been tampered with, don’t 
touch it.  Call for assistance



Safety Tips
! Evaluate your fellow passengers

• Who can you count on for assistance?
• Who looks suspicious?

! If you hear gunfire or an 
explosion, hit the deck.  You can’t 
outrun a bullet

! Don’t carry US currency while in 
foreign countries.  Exchange for 
local currency as soon as you 
arrive in the country



Safety Tips
! At your hotel, always keep an eye 

on your bags
• Request a room away from the front 

of the hotel
• Keep your key with you at all times.  

Do not turn it in when leaving the 
building

• Hang a “Do not disturb” sign on the 
door even when you are out



Safety Tips
! Never arrange meetings in the 

hotel lobby
• High target areas for bombs and 

drive-by shootings
• Dine at low-profile restaurants and 

lounges
! Carry a local newspaper with you 

even if you can’t read the 
language.  It is an effective way to 
disguise your identity



Safety Tips

! Avoid renting a car
• It can be spotted, followed and 

located when you park it
• Take taxis whenever possible
• Avoid taking maps and tour guides 

along.  Plan your day and leave them 
in your room

• Avoid carrying large cameras that 
identify you as a tourist



Safety Tips
! Know how to call for help in the local 

language.  Always carry change and 
know how to use the phone for 
emergencies

! Know where members of your traveling 
party are at all times.  If you split up, 
know where the others have gone and 
when they will be back

! Know where emergency exits are, 
especially in hotels, restaurants and 
theaters



Safety Tips
! Have a secret set of signals arranged 

with other members of your party to 
alert others you need help

! Avoid areas where local demonstrations 
are being held, especially if they are 
political

! Watch for a conspicuous absence of 
local people from streets, lobbies, the 
airport, etc.  It could be a silent 
warning of an attack about to happen



Safety Tips

! Never accept packages from 
anyone!  It could be contraband or 
even a bomb



Safety Tips

! If you are in the military
• Never wear military clothing.  

American service people should 
always wear civilian clothes; civilians 
should never wear “military” looking 
clothing

• Get a passport.  Never travel on your 
military ID



Safety Tips

! If you are a possible “high Risk” 
target
• Consider security devices such as 

bulletproof briefcase or clothing
• Consider security training/

consultant’s advice



If You Become A Victim

! Conventional wisdom since 9/11 is to 
assume the worst if hijacked and act 
appropriately



If You Become A Victim

! Don’t panic.  Panic can make things 
even worse than they are

! Listen to the flight crew
! Try to hide any embarrassing 

materials
• Controversial reading materials
• Confidential papers
• Liquor (in some countries)



If You Become A Victim

! Be cooperative.  This advice is 
outdated since 9/11

! Don’t argue if they demand your 
jewelry or money

! Make mental notes about the 
terrorists
• How many?   What do they look like?
• How are they armed?  What are their 

demands?



If You Become A Victim

! Watch for additional terrorists.  
Watch what you say or do.  One 
could be sitting next to you

! Evaluate the possibility of escape.  
How safe?

! Don’t be disheartened if there is no 
quick resolution.  Create a routine of 
mental and physical activities to help 
pass time



If You Become A Victim

! If a rescue attempt is made, stay out 
of the way



Robbery

The two things thieves are the most 
after are money and passports



Seven Things That Could Save 
Your Life

1.  Be alert- stop and watch people 
around you

2.  Be sober- alcohol, drugs, jet-lag 
make you more vulnerable

3.  Use it or lose it- travel light, take 
only what you need

4.  Insure- get travel insurance on 
cameras, etc

5.  Trust no one, suspect everyone



Seven Things That Could Save 
Your Life

6.  Stay away from tourists
7.  Lock ‘em out, fake ‘em out, take 

‘em out



Seven Things That Could Save 
Your Life

Lock ‘em out
 Keep doors locked
 Use wedges, motion detectors or 

chairs against the door
 Put locks on all openings of bags
 Tie bags together



Seven Things That Could Save 
Your Life

Fake ‘em out
 Spread valuables in several places
 Keep a decoy pouch



Seven Things That Could Save 
Your Life

Take ‘em out
 If attached, protect your head and 

stomach
 Give the attacker your money belt, 

etc.



Be aware of your surroundings



Manage Risk



Bribes

Considered by many as part of doing 
business in developing countries



World Bank Estimate

$1,000 Billion  paid in bribes in 2004



Most Corrupt Countries
(N=180)

Somalia   1

North Korea  2

Afganistan   3
Sudan   4

South Sudan  5

Libya    6

Iraq    7

Uzbekistan   8
Turkmenistan  9

Syria               10

USA         161



Bribes

! Avoid paying a bribe if possible
! If you feel that your safety is 

threatened, paying a bribe may be 
prudent

! Use caution when passing a bribe



How to Pass a Bribe

! 1.  If you are hassled by an official, 
be friendly, but aloof
• Do not show concern or act surly
• Remain calm and good-natured
• Try to determine if there is an actual 

problem or if the official is seeking some 
additional unofficial compensation



How to Pass a Bribe

! 2. Never blatantly offer a bribe
• If you have misinterpreted the official’s 

intentions, you may get yourself in 
additional trouble by overtly offering a 
bribe



How to Pass a Bribe

! 3.  If you are accused of an 
infraction, ask to pay the fine on the 
spot
• Say that you would rather not deal with 

the mail or go to another spot so the 
payment will not get lost

• Mention that you want to make sure 
that the money gets to the proper 
person



How to Pass a Bribe

! 4.  Try to speak to and deal with only 
one official
• Speak to the person who acts as though 

he/she is in charge
• If you offer money to a junior official 

while a superior is present, the superior 
may demand more



How to Pass a Bribe

! 5.  Offer to make a “donation” to the 
official’s organization
• Say that you would like to pay for gas, 

uniforms, car repairs, expenses, or 
other needs



How to Pass a Bribe

! 6.  If you do not have cash, be 
prepared to offer goods instead
• watches, cameras, electronics



How to Pass a Bribe

Carry only a small amount of cash in 
your wallet and hide the rest.  This 
will prevent an unscrupulous official 
from seeing how much you have, 
which may define the amount of the 
“fine”


